Let (X,A
A minimal boundary.
where AczD.
Proof. For (i), (ii), and (iii), see Quigley [5] . (iv) is trivial. DEFINITION 
Let Ha A(D).
We call a subset Γ of D an iί-set if Γ is closed in D and ||/|| = M f (D) = Jlί>(Γ) for all /e fl". An fF-set is minimal if it properly contains no iϊ-set. Denote Γ H for a minimal iί-set.
If H = B = Bφ), Γ s is a minimal 5-set. PROPOSITION 
// Z) is relatively compact then a minimal H-set exists for every HaA(D).
Proof. See Quigley [5] . PROPOSITION 
Let X be locally compact and B separate the points of D. Let π be a continuous mapping from S(B S ) into X such that πop is the identity mapping on D. Let cl pD be the closure of pD in S(B S ).
Then Proof. Use the analogous argument as in Bochner and Martin [2] . Note. If D is a Stein manifold of bounded type then /θD = S(B C ) (see Kim [3] ).
